Protective clothing used when mixing, loading, or applying pesticides provides a barrier between the pesticide and the human body.

Why Wear Protective Clothing?
The type of protective clothing and equipment needed depends on the job being done and the type of chemical being used. Always read the label to determine what protective clothing is required.

Pesticides can enter your body by being inhaled, swallowed, or absorbed through your skin or eyes. Wear protective clothing whenever handling pesticides (such as mixing, applying, storing, and disposing), cleaning equipment, touching freshly treated surfaces, or laundering contaminated clothing.

Studies show that over 90 percent of chemical exposure occurs through the skin. To reduce pesticide exposure, wear:

- Chemically resistant gloves; preferably sleeves worn on the outside of gloves
- Long-sleeved shirt; button all sleeves and collars
- Long pants with pant legs over footwear
- Shoes or boots with socks; preferably unlined rubber boots

Additional Tips About Protective Clothing
When spraying overhead or mixing, wear safety glasses with side and brow shields or goggles, and a wide-ribbed rain hat or hooded raincoat.

Coveralls and shirts provide added protection. Shorts do not provide adequate protection as over 90 percent of all pesticide exposures are through the skin.

If possible, wear unlined rubber boots to help reduce exposure. Canvas, cloth, or leather footwear should not be worn as they have a greater absorbency potential and cannot be completely decontaminated or cleaned.
What You Need to Know about Protecting Yourself When Using Pesticides

Glove Safety
Nitrile, butyl, and neoprene gloves provide the best protection against pesticide exposure.

Never use leather or fabric or lined gloves, as they absorb pesticides. If pesticides are absorbed in these types of gloves, they cannot be completely decontaminated or cleaned; disposal is the only option.

Check gloves frequently for holes by filling them with water. Dispose of any gloves that leak.

For most jobs, shirt sleeves should be worn on the outside of the gloves. Place an elastic band where the shirt sleeve and glove overlap to prevent pesticides from running down into the gloves or up into the sleeve. But when working with hands and arms overhead, sleeves should be tucked into the glove with the cuff of the glove turned up to catch the material that might run down the gloves.

While still wearing gloves, wash off gloves with soap and water to remove any chemicals before removing the gloves to avoid contaminating your hands while removing gloves.

Other Types of Protective Clothing
Always read the label to determine what protective clothing is required.

Besides wearing the minimum amount of protective clothing including gloves, other types of protective clothing that may be required by the label include goggles and dust masks. Those who wear contact lenses may want to consult an eye doctor prior to handling pesticides.

Dust masks and goggles should be tight fitting for best protection.

After Handling Pesticides: Wash!
Remember, wash your gloves with soap and water prior to removal. This will protect your hands from the pesticide residue still left on the gloves. Now you can safely remove your gloves and wash your hands and face thoroughly with soap and water.

Always wash your hands before eating, drinking, using tobacco products (cigarettes or chew), or using the bathroom.
Wash any other parts of your body that may have come in contact with the pesticide.

To prevent tracking pesticides inside, remove or rinse your boots or shoes before entering your home.

Tips for Laundering Pesticide-contaminated Clothing

- Treat all clothing worn while handling or applying pesticides as contaminated.
- Handle all contaminated clothing with gloves.
- Empty all pockets and cuffs of any pesticide residue.
- Wash contaminated clothing as soon as possible.
- Wash contaminated clothing separately from family wash.
- Prerinse, presoak, or pretreat with stain remover.
- Use hot water.
- Use the highest water level.
- Use the longest wash cycle.
- Use heavy-duty liquid detergent.
- Wash clothing 2-3 times if heavily soiled or if pesticides are highly toxic, or consider discarding.
- Rinse twice with warm water.
- Line dry, outside is preferable.
- After washing, run the machine without clothes through a complete cycle with hot water and detergent

For More Information

Contact your county Penn State Extension office

Penn State Pesticide Education Program 222 Special Services Building University Park, PA 16802 Email: pesticide@psu.edu
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